An easy to set up professional video visit system for prisoners
1st solution:

**Smart TV with Skype**

+ built-in Skype app
+ built-in web cam
+ no keyboard needed
- officer to set up connection with remote control
1st solution:
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2nd solution:

Desktop PC with Skype locked in a box

+ flexible screen size
  any webcam can be used

- officer to set up connection with wireless keyboard
  have to build box to hold PC
2nd solution:
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3rd solution (emergency before lockdown March 2020):

**Laptop with Skype**

+ quick set up
  laptop in kiosk mode
- prisoner can reach keyboard
  prisoner can dial anybody in Skype
3rd solution (emergency before lockdown March 2020):
Requirements for new system:

- central set up of visits **BEFORE** start time
- no keyboard in visit room
- easy to use for friends and family
- flexibility to change times
- flexible screen size
- should work on public Internet
Solution:

1. create own domain
2. Microsoft Office 365 Teams licence
3. intelligent webcam
1. create own domain:

in our case: www.ap-videovisit.lu

Emails to friends & family will be sent using this address:
2. Microsoft Office 365 Teams licence:
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2. Microsoft Office 365 Teams licence:
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3. intelligent webcam:

- Android 9.0 OS
- Ultra HD 4K Camera
- 3x e-PTZ Camera
- Wide-angle 120° FoV
- Auto Framing
- Wi-Fi & Bluetooth
- Touch & Remote Control
- Proximity Join
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3. intelligent webcam:
3. intelligent webcam:
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